Democrats, KUID lose three-station gamble

by Dan Eakin
Managing Editor

Friends and foes of Idaho's public broadcasting system were all but stationless this week as satellite system discussions turned from debate to debacle. Tuesday, the Senate debated the public broadcasting supplemental appropriation bill, which would have given Idaho's three stations $125,000. Attached to the bill was a clause of legislative intent to make the public broadcasting system in Idaho operate out of KUID in Boise, with satellite stations in Boise and Moscow.

Sen. Norma Dobler, D-Boise, said the real debate was not about the $125,000 appropriation, but about the satellite station clause.

The effort by Senate Democrats to amend the clause hit bottom as the legislators voted 18-17 to fail it. The Senate reserved the right to review the bill Wednesday, if they chose, and they did.

Dobler said she and other Democrats, including Sen. James Lucas, D-Boise, called senators Tuesday night to try and sway a few votes their direction. The Wednesday attempt by Democrats to put the bill on amending order failed by a 17-18 vote, which left Klein, R-Boise, changed her mind about the bill and Sen. Terry Swedeland, R-Boise, changed his vote after saying he supported the three station concept.

The bill now goes to the House where Dobler expects a similar amendment effort to take place.

"There is more support in the House, but the only problem is that even if they do amend it, it will have to go back to the Senate for reconsideration," Dobler said.

Lucas said lobbying efforts should be focused on four Senators. They are Svendsen, Klein, Sen. John Barker, R-Boise, and Dean Abrahams, R-Canyon County.

"The appropriation would be less than for the three stations to operate in a normal manner," she said.

Klein, who sided with Republicans Wednesday, said she changed her vote because she felt the satellite system would be of less harm to public television than spreading the $125,000 appropriation over three stations.

"The appropriation would be more than sufficient for the three stations concept because of programming out of KUID such as "Cedar Thieves."

Many legislators support the satellite station concept with Boise as the central station, because much of the educational programming for children originates there, he said.

"Van Engelen's saying that broadcasting capability will not be impaired is like saying Gitman Memorial Hospital will be a functional hospital if you throw all the doctors out," he said.

UI Iranian groups voice beliefs

by Steve Nelson
Staff Writer

The members of two student organizations at the University of Idaho are from the same home-land, the same heritage, yet speak of two diametrically opposed views about their country.

The Iranian Student Association (ISA) and the Muslim Student Association of Students Persian Speaking Groups (MSA), have one notable distinction: ISA is against Khomeini, the other group fervently supports him.

Their differences run deeper than this, however. The groups disagree on everything from the causes of the Islamic revolution to the number of miles of highway inside Iran.

The groups recently were interviewed in The Idaho Argonaut and representatives from each group agreed to discuss their organizational missions on the condition their names not be used.

Perspectives...characterizes the groups' differences more than their organizational functions.

"We discuss the economic, political and social problems in Iran," an ISA member said. "Some of our student friends and finding solutions to these problems. According to our knowledge, to become ready to go back and join the Iranian people for progress. We believe in justice and social equality for all people."

The MSA/PSG's purpose, according to their spokesman, is to "talk about the (Islamic) religion and what is going on in Muslim countries. We use the Koran, the Muslim Bible, and discuss the Koran and what is says to us."

MSA/PSG is a division of the MSA consisting solely of Iranian speaking persons, although the group welcomes people from other nationalities and religions to join in their meetings, the spokesman said.

As diverse as their views may be, both groups hold one common belief: both groups denounce the former regime of Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi.

The Shah's government was overthrown in February 1979. That overture, and the establishment of dynastic rule in the Persian nation, has led to a more recent wave of revolution and unrest inside Iran.

"The Shah's government was overthrown in February 1979," said a representative from the MSA. "It was because of human rights, freedom of speech, and the power of the Shah. Iran is not a democratic country."

"We denounce the former regime of Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi and call for the demonstrations," the representative continued.

"The United States and Russia agreed to help Iraq because you U.S. don't like Iran," he said.

Old heat tunnel caves in

by Chan Davis
Staff Writer

"An abandoned heat tunnel collapsed earlier this week, forcing closure of part of the parking lot around the University of Idaho Administration Building while crews fill it in."

Ed Stofs, assistant director of the UI Physical Plant, said the police reported the incident at 1 a.m. Tuesday. He said he is not sure what happened since nobody witnessed it.

Stofs said he couldn't say exactly how old the tunnel was but that it existed when he first came to the university in the mid-30's. The tunnel runs parallel with the Administration Building, about 25 feet from it on the south side, and running from the entrance of the parking lot to the west end of the building. Stofs said they hadn't seen any need to fill the abandoned tunnel as they saw no danger at the time.

According to a press release, the Physical Plant had planned on filling in the tunnel this spring.
Experts discuss future of education
by Debbie Brisboy

"The first thing we have to do is believe in what we do and convey an enthusiasm and excitement about it," she said.

Frances said the flaw of higher education in planning for the future is that it plans for the contingency of decline, and in preparing for that, it becomes not contingency planning but apocalyptic planning.

"What is needed instead of strategic planning is better understanding of the relationship of higher education and economic planning," she said.

Higher education could learn a lot from business. Frances said, including how to widen the channels for the transfer of technology and accountability of resources.

She said industry is oriented to the future and to the possibility of shaping that future.

"Education is inward-looking, while industry is outward-looking. Important to the future of higher education is not technology, but the spirit industry has," she said.

She said higher education is also not adequately serving its public demand.

"It's not that the demand isn't being served, but that it's being served by AT&T and Xerox," she said.

In answering a question on what institutions are doing to survive the current financial crisis, Frances said educational institutions are so resilient that the ones in trouble this year are not the ones that will be in trouble next year.

"Those who survive and those who do recognize their problems and who focus on their educational mission," she said.
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Mitchell to speak at SUB
Idaho State Senator Mike Mitchell will visit the University of Idaho campus this Saturday.

Mitchell, who is running for lieutenant governor, will speak at 1 p.m. in the Borah Theatre of the SUB.

A member of the Joint Finance Appropriations Committee, Mitchell will talk about such issues as reapportionment, public broadcasting and higher education.

A reception will be held beforehand for students interested in joining the Campus Democrat organization. The reception will be held in the Silver and Gold room of the SUB.

Anyone wishing more information may call the ASU Student office at 885-6371.
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SUB to offer restaurant dining

It won't be the Ritz or the Brown Derby, but the SUB's dining room will offer a "restaurant-type" atmosphere starting March 1, according to SUB General Manager Dean Vettrai.

The dining area, adjacent to the gold-carpeted portion of the food service area, will be a "theme restaurant" named the Idaho Transportation Authority, or ITA. The ITA will feature table service and a new soup-salad sandwich bar currently under construction.

The changes will not affect food services currently offered in the Blue and Red Bucket snack/study areas.

Students who now use the blue dining room for off-hour studying and conversation will find the area closed for all use except noon-hour dining. Entry to the ITA will cost 25 cents, that fee entitled patrons to table service for drinks and entrees.

The ITA will be open from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.

There also has been some thought given to using the ITA as a family-type or gourmet dining area offering a wide variety for evening meals at some future time.

The hot meal line in the gold snack area has been closed, and will be converted to additional general-use snack and study space if the ITA proves to be both popular and profitable.

Investigators review layoffs

Two investigators representing the American Association of University Professors spent Monday and Tuesday here looking into last spring's layoffs of tenured faculty members.

They were among 10 people involved in the layoffs. If they conclude that the layoffs were handled unfairly, a censure of the University of Idaho could result, but that won't be known until June.

"Now we're trying to absorb the material we were given," Arvel Morris said Wednesday. In addition to lots of notes, the two professors collected hours of tape recordings. Included among those interviewed were President Richard Gibb, Academic Vice President Richard Coombs, Dean of Agriculture Ray Miller, and Lois Pace.

"I was totally dissatisfied with the time schedule," Gibb said, in light of the negotiations and legislative activity involving UI. On Feb. 27 Gibb asked for a time delay for the visit, advising the AAUP national office that Feb. 22 and 23 was not an acceptable time. However, Gibb received a letter from the AAUP saying those were the dates they would be here.

Pace, one of the 11 tenured faculty laid off, is planning to file a lawsuit against the university, and her case prompted the AAUP investigation.

Arvel Morris was quick to say that the visit had been pleasant, but was unwilling to make predictions as to whether the university would be censured. "The president, vice president and Dean Miller were very open and forthcoming," he said.

Gibb agreed, saying, "We had a very cordial visit and my reaction to the two team members was positive. I had no impression that they had made their minds up already."

In about two months, the two investigators will submit a report to the AAUP's "Committee A," which is established to consider threats to academic freedom and tenure. The AAUP's national board of directors, of which Arvel Morris is a member, would then consider the matter if the committee proposed censure.

Leo Storm, president of the UI chapter of AAUP, said that if the university is censured, "it will show that the university is still in the dark ages. And censure would advise academic people who are offered jobs here to consider other alternatives."

If the university were censured, the announcement would be made in the AAUP quarterly publication, Academe.

Storm said the AAUP could censure the UI administration, the State Board of Education, or even the legislature. "But reaching up that high," he said, "would be like shooting a baseball at the moon."

Gibb said he felt the AAUP was biased since it had already contributed $2,000 to Pace for legal expenses.

He noted that Pace recently was offered a one-year appointment to another position with the university, as a special projects coordinator for 4-H with duties here in Moscow. Earlier Pace had been offered two jobs in other parts of the state.

Cooperative classes cut

by Sheila Mitchell
Contributing Writer

The number of courses available to University of Idaho students in a new cooperative summer session program with Washington State University, has been cut to 24 to 8 last week.

About the same number of UI summer courses were to be open to students registered at WSU, but those also have been cut. Only six UI courses in anthropology and engineering will be offered under the new program.

Courses planned for in the cooperative programs of both schools, but which were cut, include chemistry, communication, philosophy, physics, psychology, special education, and veterinary science.

The program seemed to run into more difficulty at WSU than on this campus. William McDougall, director of WSU summer sessions, said some Idaho courses were not included because WSU department heads "didn't get the necessary petitions in. They didn't go through the official process."

"Because some departments were trying to make recent budget cuts, they just didn't have the time to get it all done," McDougall said.

Ron Hopkins, WSU psychology chairman, said he had no problems working out a program with his counterpart at Idaho.

When contacted, he hadn't been informed yet that psychology courses had been eliminated from the program.

James Crandall, UI professor of psychology, said the two departments definitely had comparable courses, and that he thought the problem was an administrative one at WSU.

Tom Heuterman, chairman of the Department of Communications at WSU, said he had worked closely with Don Coombs, director of the School of Communication at Idaho, and that he had no idea why the Idaho communications courses agreed on were not going to be included in the WSU schedule.

WSU first dropped the UI courses from its schedule, and then the university responded by dropping most of the WSU courses.

UI students will still be able to take summer courses at WSU, but they must register at WSU and pay WSU fees.

Before the cuts UI students would have been able to enroll in a selected list of WSU courses by registering and paying fees at this university.
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Opinion

Can you hear us?

Seems like every time a major decision is made on this campus, students are left out. The attitude seems to be one of circumventing student opinion about the very things that are vital to us. Examples include the East End fee increase and new tablecloths. Tablecloths?
The moguls of the SUB have hatched a new plan for directing student monies directly into Moscow's sewers. Dean Vettrus, aided and abetted (no doubt) by Al De-skewicz and the SUB Board, has announced plans for spilling up the cafeteria line. Perhaps this last snowfall was more than they could handle, for this plan borders on the insane—hell no, it's well within the boundaries of insanity.

Gentlemen, we hope you won't be blinded if we decline to be the first in line at the maître d's stand: plans are plans, but this is the last straw.

A few weeks ago, SUB food service raised prices. We can sympathize with the problems the folks up there are having making ends meet, but prices now are outrageous. A comparable meal now costs at least fifty cents less at Moreno's than at the SUB. Now Vettrus comes along to tell us more changes are to be made.

Fine, there are numerous things that could be done to improve that pit. Enhancement of conditions would be welcomed, and warmly too, were they not ridiculous to the point of assinity. Come now, Mr. Vettrus—what gives? Gingham tablecloths and chipper waitresses are not the answer. And another rise in prices is certainly not acceptable. It stinks.

The immediate plans are to refurbish the line area, as well as making over the old Blue Dining Room into a "real" restaurant—complete with waitresses and tablecloths. Oh boy. Somehow we just can't visualize that place as Moscow's answer to the Top of the Mark.

These machinations are not an isolated set of incidents. Just last year we had a highly touted "new" sandwich menu which has since disappeared. The breakfast offerings are never quite what they seem to be. And to top it all off the prices are rising every time you reach for a picture of old George!

Food and its cost aren't the only areas in turmoil, though. SUB employees have been consistent in their complaints about conditions and personalities. Unfortunately, most are so feisty and resentful that they are effectively prohibited from speaking out publicly.

As we see it, the whole situation has got to be remedied—and soon. The Student Union Building, built with our funds yet not under our control (we don't even own the place), has ceased to serve the needs of the students of the University of Idaho in any meaningful way. Perhaps the only way to get something accomplished is to take matters into our own hands. Don't tell us to call, because frankly, Mr. Vettrus, you don't answer our calls. Don't tell us to work within the established framework, because that framework is nothing but a diversionary move to keep us occupied while you go right on and do exactly as you please.

We only have one recourse open, and that's the control we have over the purse-strings. Maybe the students of the university should just stop spending their money in the SUB until some changes are made. Do you hear that, Mr. Vettrus?

Lewis Day

Good-bye to Mickey Mouse

Daniel Junas

The students have offered many compelling arguments against in-state tuition. Low cost education provides the younger generation the opportunity to develop themselves and become productive members of society. The tax payers who have already had this opportunity should make it available to those who came after them.

And low cost education will really benefit everyone because it is an investment in human resources. These are quite current.

Except for one problem. While we are mouth- ing these ideals many of us are taking courses whose content is, at best, negligible. Every semester at registration you can hear students saying: "Why don't you take such and such course? It's an easy A." The nick names attached to some of these courses, such as Rocks for Jocks, or Meat We Eat, indicate what we really think of them. They are jokes. But the joke is on us. For, although we care how much college will cost us, we do not care so much what we get for our money.

Let us consider, for instance, some of the courses that fulfill the lab science requirements. The idea behind this requirement is that students should be exposed to the ideas and methods of laboratory science. But several of these courses, as we all know, have very little to do with real science. Their chief purpose is to attract students which supposedly will mean more dollars for the college at budget time. The colleges are willing to teach these Mickey Mouse courses because they keep the colleges enrollment up, and the students are willing to take them because they keep their grade point up.

What would happen if the colleges simply did away with these absurd classes? Students would have to take real lab science courses. They would have to fulfill not only the letter, but also the intent of the lab science requirement. They would have to work harder.

What is the worst that could happen? A student could work really hard and get no more than a C. But the student would have to develop study habits, and he would learn something. At least he would learn that not everything in life comes easy. He might even fail. That is the worst that could happen.

But is that really so bad? Have you ever con- sidered that all great sleers fall down? Not just as beginners, but as long as they live. They fall down because they are challenging themselves if they never risked failure they would never become great sleers. What makes them great sleers is not that they never fall down, but that they fall, get up, and try again.

When we take Mickey Mouse courses we de- prive ourselves of the chance we will fail: to we deprive ourselves of the chance we will develop ourselves. The instructors also lose an opportuni- ty to develop themselves for they add nothing to their teaching skills by teaching meaningless courses. And they are paid no less to teach junk than to teach good courses. So if we really mean our rhetoric about developing human re- sources, should we not be demanding that educ- ation be meaningful and challenging just as vigorously as we are demanding that it be affor- dable?

Let us issue a challenge. What department, what college will be the first to step forward and say: "We will teach with integrity only courses that challenge both instructor and the stu- dents?" And if no one answers this challenge, let us raise our voices and demand a dollars worth of education for every dollar spent.

Daniel Junas is a senior majoring in classical studies and a member of the Faculty Council.
A Greek freak

Editor,
God forgive me for I am Greek.
I am no ruffian. Though I am in no army.
For large supplies of alcohol I shall not want
For I am well-supplied already.
Yes, though I walk down Greek Row
I'm not afraid, for my pin and my letter
They comfort me.
Surely goodness and graciousness will follow me all the days of my life
And I will dwell in Panhel forever.
Alpha Mu Epillon Nu

Yes, Lord I'm a Greek. I'm one of nearly 1,400 Greeks living in or affiliated with a house on the UI campus. I'm one of those stuck-up, immature airheads everyone is always talking about—one of the approximately 540 sorority girls attending the university this year, a number that constitutes 25 percent of the total enrollment. I choose Greek life over resident housing and apartment living as did several thousands before me.

What's the big deal about me choosing Elm Street over Sixth and Rayburn? I have four friends from my hometown at this university. Two live in Campbell Hall, one lives at Farm House and one's an Alpha Gam. Because I live in a sorority town they mean me less.

Because I am in the Alpha Lambda Delta honorary does not mean I think every girl's a 5.5 grade point is a lessee person than me.

Perhaps I'm a Greek freak. I mean, I like to wear purple and white pants. I go near a gun. Those seem to be W. Jacob Perry's qualifications for Greek living. He also mentioned that sorties, purple pants and purple and a snobish attitude we use to build mystique. Wrong. Bleaching naturally curly hair is a nightmare, the only time my eyelids were purple was after an intramural football game with Carter Hall and I have all the mystique of an egg salad and a turkey sandwich.

It's not just me. Greek living has come a long way since the '50s. Sororities and fraternities are nationally based organizations combining their funds and efforts for a good place to live and to support each other. Several thousands of dollars flow from our fund-raising activities to charities and medical programs each year. One can never escape from this world—Lord forgive him, he's only a freshman—tend to forget that some of us have lived in the dorms and off-campus, too. Student records show the numbers of students leaving the dorms for Greek living and those leaving the Greek system for other residences are nearly even. Who's to say what system is better, and for that matter—who's to say it? I imagine it's better than Phi Dels, A-Phi's, guys from Gulf and girls from Houston but I honestly couldn't say who was from where. We've worked for 70 years to abolish stereotypes like Greek,

A sharper blade

Editor,
Brian Beesley's incensed response to Tom von Alten's column was more appropriate than Beesley realized. Caustic satire is intended to bar, not amuse, to literally wake the flesh of folly and expose the fiend's bone. Von Alten made a sneak attack, beginning with a plausible recital of media embarrassments to the Administration, building to a "permanent solution." He has focused a fun-house mirror on his conservative targets, reflecting their arguments in a pile and showing what he sees as the implications.

Why the sarcasm? We read the reports of military atrocities in El Salvador from newsmen, refugees, Catholic, and United Nations Human Rights commission representatives, while the Reagan administration requires us that the ruling junta represents the good guys.

Facts, the vast accumulation of unexperienced do not prevail against smug rhetoric. It is time for a sharper blade. Jeanette Ross

Bowled over

Editor,
As the proud holder of the University of Idaho bowling team, I would like to thank those responsible for making the UI Collegiate Bowling Tournament such a smashing last weekend—especially Bieren Distributors and the Joseph Schiltz Brewing Co., without whose support and contributions our tournament could not have taken place. They furnished the trophies and contributed greatly toward the other major expenses of our tournament.

Other contributing sponsors were: the SUB Underground, Lewiston Beverages and Pepsi Cola Bottling Co., McDonald's, Kari Marks Pizza. Sweet Ed's Restaurant. Kentucky Fried Chicken. Moreno's. Domino's Pizza and Tau Kappa Epillon.

Finally, I would like to express our appreciation to all the people who were able to come and watch the top collegiate bowling talent who participated in the tournament.

Thank you all.
Albert L. Allen

Yep, it's 200

Editor,
This is in response to some erroneous statements from the Feb. 9 issue, specifically page 13, "For Students Only."
In the last paragraph in column 5, you reported more than 22 students have received placement through the UYA program. That should have read more than 200 students.

To further clarify, the living expense has been raised substantially since I was a UYA student. You also did not mention that an extremely high percentage of UYA intern go on to permanent placement in their major field. It is not uncommon for the housing agency to hire the UYA permanently.

Experience is the key factor to obtaining professional employment. Now more than ever, the UYA program is a valuable tool in your hunt for work.

I am now the Executive Director of a small agency in northern Idaho. This is directly attributable to my UYA experience.

Please give the UYA program the publicity and credit that it deserves. Students can contact Liz Sullivan, the Director of the UYA program at BNS-7283. Any former UYA student—you can't go wrong.

Dub Uhlenkott

Gone too far

Editor, The Idaho Argonaut staff has gone too far. They keep forgetting who owns the newspaper. They are trying to tell the students own this paper and I for one have had enough. The only reason I read the Idaho Argonaut anymore is to see what groups of students plan to cut down. One week it's the students irraging the Dorms and the next week it's the Greeks. Why not print a little more real news and a little less trash.

A good example of trash is Mr. W. Jacob Perry's editorial, "50's Last Chance". Mr. Perry, a misinformed freshman, obviously continued his editorial from re-runs of Happy Days. I hate to tell you this Mr. Perry, but it's 1982 and the frazzlers on this campus aren't living in the dark ages any longer. I suggest that Mr. Perry get his facts straight before he puts his prejudices in writing. Maybe The Idaho Argonaut staff should come out of the closet and realize that the sixties are over and that anti-establishment views are out of style.

The Idaho Argonaut is owned by the students and should be a newspaper that informs and educates those students; not a newspaper that misinforms and degrades the entire student body.

Jerry Ruttman
Russia pinned the fry, he said, because they "backed the Shah too," and were unwilling to relinquish their cheap source of oil.

This ideology runs contrary to ISAs. Their member said the "main causes of the revolution were economic reasons, the people struggling against the government." Economic and political nationalism, he said, led to the war with Iraq. The war is Khomenei's "excuse to justify the economic plight of the country," he said. He added the war also gave the people a sense of nationalistic pride to go for and has enabled the present regime to fos- ter the Revolutionary Guard, the army and the secret police. But the people's desire to win the war and secure that nationalistic pride has faded, the ISA member said, and is now replaced by a worriring fear of economic ills and political oppression.

Iran is beset by a myriad of economic problems, he said, ranging from housing shortages and poor educational programs to high unemployment and high inflation. He described the situation in Iran as "mass execu- tion and mass opposition."

These economic problems, prevalent during the Shah's rule persist today under the present government and Khomenei's guidance, the ISA member said. ISA maintains that rule under the Shah and under Khomenei are similar.

The ISA member said that while in exile in Paris, Khomenei won the support of the Iranian people by backing their resis- tance against the Shah, but the promissing statements Khomenei made in Paris, he said, such as lower unemployment, lower in- flation and human rights prog- ress, have not been realized. The same groups who ar- rested and tortured people under the Shah are now doing the same thing under Khomenei," he said. He said the members of the groups that op- posed the Shah and were persecuted, such as the mu- shahedeen, are now receiving similar treatment from Khom- neini.

The MSA/PSG spokesman however, does not believe criti- cism of Iran's government and Khomenei can be connected. Khomenei has no "govern- mental" position, he has power because the people are behind him. I am ready to die for him," he said.

Responding to reports that Khomenei may be replaced by a ruling council because of con- tinuing heart trouble, he said: "If Khomenei dies I wouldn't be surprised, because everybody dies. It will be the same life after his death and maybe the people will become more united if Khomenei dies. He is only a per- son.

One example of ISA's dislike for Khomenei's control is their belief in the "spy" orders issued to all Iranians, saying it is their duty under the Islamic religion to spy on and report all Iranians opposing the government.

The ISA member said his group must keep their names and anti-Khosmenei rhetoric separate, fearful for their families security at home and their own lives upon return to Iran.

In the summer of 1981, the ISA spokesman said he was hang- ing a poster when another Iranian walked up to him and said all their group members' names were known and being sent to Iran.

We don't feel safe and are worried about going back to Iran," he said.

The MSA/PSG spokesman said he was nothing unqualified in keeping tabs on fellow coun- trymen. He said persons jailed in Iran or reported to the gov- ernment are people planning terrorist actions against the gov- ernment, or as he puts it, against humanity.

"If someone is involved in terrorisit activities against the government or against humani- ty, you must be against that to be a true Islamic person," he said.

While both groups hold con- flicting views about Iran's pres- ent condition, a consensus cannot be reached about the fu- ture.

MSA/PSG believes the pres- ent government can continue in its "stable" condition as long as the people remain in control of Iran's destiny, the spokesman said.

The ISA member, however, said the people's struggle should continue until Iran achieves equality of social and economic opportuni- ties. This struggle is going to be a long one.

The diplomat is a host.
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Build your career on something solid.

ELDEC

ELDEC has been designing and building precision electronic and mechanical equipment for aerospace, science, and industry since 1957, combining business acumen with bold advances in technology.

Today, ELDEC components are flying on nearly every aircraft in the free world, and ELDEC products are used to monitor and control equipment on vehicles ranging from Navy surveillance ships to space shuttles.

ELDEC is rapidly expanding, with an annual growth rate of about 30%. Profits have tripled for the first six months of 1981 and we will have from $30 to $60 million in sales this year.

We will visit Idaho University on March 3rd and we are recruiting electronic and mechanical engineering students at that time. Please sign up at the placement center if you interested.

TUNNELS

...continued from page 1

... when the weather warmed and would then re-route the computer cable running through it to the rest of the campus. Part of the old tunnel has computer cable running through it to where it connects with the new heat tunnel along the sidewalk next to the hill. This is a major concern. Physical Plant Director Ken Hall said.

Stoba said the newer tunnels have more steel reinforcement in the cement and claimed that the chances for another cave-in were very nil.

According to the press re- lease, Hall anticipates repairs will take place about 6 months after they're complete, parking will be closed off on the south side of the building except for hand- lanced access.

The entrance to the parking lot is now closed and traffic is being routed temporarily on a closed part of Campus Drive to vehicles may enter the lot near the education Building.

Hall said a construction crew of four or five individuals will work on the project until it is completed.

BUSINESS TRAVEL

Relax

AND ENJOY YOUR TRIP!
A travel agent can take all the worry out of planning a trip. Rely on us when you travel.

Interviews or Business trips
Computerized Reservations
AIR - HOTEL - CAR

TUCKED RENTAL & SALES
Featuring

Dutch Girl CLEANERS
PALOUSE EMPIRE MALL
882-1353

TUXEDO RENTAL & SALES
Featuring

3Dutch Y Girl CLEANERS
PALOUSE EMPIRE MALL
882-1353
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AND ENJOY YOUR TRIP!
A travel agent can take all the worry out of planning a trip. Rely on us when you travel.

Interviews or Business trips
Computerized Reservations
AIR - HOTEL - CAR

882-2723
Cheaters may face fines, jail

Some University of Idaho students may face charges of $500 and six months in jail if the state senate passes a bill designed to crack down on student plagiarism.

Senate bill 1317, sponsored by Bannock County Senator Bert Marley, is aimed at stopping advertising by companies selling term papers, doctorates and other manuscripts.

The bill will also give the administrators of higher education in Idaho the option of arresting students for plagiarism.

The bill provides that the sale of certain papers for the removal of plagiarism or the taking of an examination for another student in any institution in the state shall be a misdemeanor and provide penalties.

Tower shuffle brings mixed reactions

by Nancy Metcalf
Staff Writer

The decision to remove men from the top four floors of Theophilus Tower has been met with various reactions, including threats of violence from some of the men being removed.

Rumors have circulated that malicious vandalism, disruptions and even violence will increase during the last weeks of school when men in the Tower prepare to leave; knowing they won't return next year.

Despite the rumors, not everyone is forecasting trouble from the men in their last months in the Tower. Money surfaces as the biggest reason people don't believe there will be violence.

"Students know the money to repair damage comes from their own pockets," said Assistant Director of Housing, Ron Ball. "Perhaps the attitude of 'it's not my home now, why should I care?' is inevitable, but the repairs are expensive and they must know it comes out of their pockets and not the taxpayers," said Ball.

Derek Pica, president of the Tower Board, also mentioned the cost of repairs could deter people from damaging the residence. "They'll still be in housing and would have to account for what they did," said Pica.

According to Bruce Pitman, dean of student services, UI students caught cheating are usually dealt with by the instructor.

"We do not have many cases that come to our attention that have come through the student judicial process," Pitman said. "Usually the professor deals individually with the student. If the student is caught cheating on a quiz, the instructor can give the student an F on the quiz, but not an F in the course."

The sanctions imposed by the university range from verbal warnings to expulsion.

"The basic question (concerning cheating) is whether the student should be allowed to remain in school here. Cheating is definitely a serious thing," said Pitman.

"My hope is they'll accept it by the end of the year," he added.

Morgan Herrington, assistant resident advisor for tenth floor, said "There are a lot of folks speculating things are going to get worse." said Herrington.

However, these optimistic attitudes were not held by everyone. Warren Watson, president of Chrsitan Hall, said "There is going to be a lot of violence. People coming home drunk and tearing things up," he said. "The attitude dead weeks and during finals won't be good."

Jeff Corey, a Willis Sweet resident, said, "Everyone's got it in the back of their minds. If they get mad about something, they'll take it out on the housing."

Some actions housing could take against people caught damaging property include the student judicial system, restitution for damages and civil criminal charges, Ball said.

Ball added there had been no increase in vandalism since the initial announcement of the change but there had been an increase in disruptive activity.

"A month after the first announcement we haven't seen any large increase in problems and no more vandalism. Reactions from people outside the University of Idaho has been limited," said Terry Armstrong, director of student affairs. Armstrong said earlier pressures from legislators and parents of Tower residents played a part in the decision to remove the men. Despite the concern, there has been little reaction to the announcement, "I doubt they even know," Armstrong said.

"I had one call from a parent wanting to know what was going on, but other than that, it has been quiet. People are still angry, but it has settled down."

Ball said he had "several calls from former Tower residents and present residents saying they were very pleased about the action. All of the callers were women," said Ball, "everyone had been opposed to the move, I'd still do it. I'm tired of messing with it."
Handicapped access plagued by delays

A complete investigative report on the accessibility of University of Idaho facilities for the handicapped was reviewed and approved by the end of the week, according to Larry Orau, division director of post-secondary education at the Office of Civil Rights (OCR) in Seattle.

Responding to a complaint filed in December claiming UI handicapped students are discriminated against, investigators from OCR were on campus in September to study the validity of the complaint and issue a report to the university.

The investigation had a 90-day deadline, and a second 90-day period was allowed to decide how to handle university noncomiances to regulations, if any were found. Omo said the report has been delayed in getting to UI officials because of "an urgent need" and because an investigation is pending, according to Omo. Santiago Rodriguez of OCA (OCR representative in charge of the investigation), and a legal staff.

The investigation is on the move to two weeks and was unavailable for comment.

The Board of Regents has approved $365,000 for handicapped-student modifications on campus. The Idaho legislature will decide whether to appropriate the money when they convene in March.

For Students Only

...Who's getting ahead these days.

Possibly 389 UI students who received degrees at the close of the fall semester in December.

Last fall, the university awarded 672 bachelor's degrees, 8 master's degrees, 6 jurisdoc- tor degrees, 7 specialist degrees in education and 13 doctoral degrees.

...The Scholarship Bank, a financial organization established to aid students in need, announced the availability of ten new scholarship programs. Steve Dana, director, says funds are now available in the following fields:

Summer employment for business, law, computer programing and accounting; field grants of $300-600 for anthropolog y, biology, conserva-

tion, marine science and sociolo- gyy; Poynter Fund for news-
paper, broadcasting, administra-
tive or art-related fields; scholar-
ships for college teaching; and internships in political sci-
ence, economics, journalism, public relations, business, his-
tory and education.

The Scholarship Bank can send eligibility requirements to interested students who send a stamped self-addressed envelope to: The Scholarship Bank, Bank 10100 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90067.

Craig Hoover, a UI veterinary science graduate student has started a study of the life cycle of liver fluke, a parasite previous studies have believed to be re-
sponsible for the loss of nearly a fourth of Idaho's cattle. Hoover chose the study even though he had intended to enter forestry as a career. He said there are important links between diseases in wildlife and domestic animals and the mat-
ter should be studied.

"It's something I could see myself never getting bored with," he said. "It's a continuing challenge."

...Lon J. Stone, a UI elementary education senior, was a voting delegate at the 45th annual convention of the National Ed-
torship Association in Washington, D.C., in early Feb-

uary. She was a member of the off-

icial legislative body of SNEA, which is charged with determin-
ing the goals and charting the future course of the organiza-

tion. SNEA represents all col-
geeducation majors who are pursuing careers as classroom teachers.

Stone attended workshops on such education topics as classroom discipline, hand-

icapped students in the clas-
sroom, the new right's NCA's Anti-Rant curriculum packet, coping with stress, first year teach-
ing and others.

She represented the states of Colorado, Idaho, Oregon and Wyoming.

She said in order to offer quality programs and a bal-
anced budget, members of the SNEA, a $15.00 national dues increase was proposed and "after much debate" was enacted.

SNEA annual fee raise announced along with several new benefits

A hike in Student National Education Association dues is justified by the addition of seven new national programs, according to Lori Stone, UI SNEA president, who spoke at an organizational meeting of the UI SNEA chapter recently.

SNEA is designed to help prepare student teachers for the teach-
ing profession. With 35,000 members, SNEA is the largest student organization in the United States, said Stone, a UI education major who re-

presented Idaho, Colorado, Alaska, and Oregon at the recent na-
tional convention in Washington, D.C., where the dues were in-
creased.

Stone, chairman of the SNEA program budget commit-
tee, said although membership has been slowly dropping, the hike in annual dues from $8.50 to $10 shouldn't hasten further decreases. "We present a lot of individual involvement with these new programs," she said.

One new program will prepare education students for the na-
tional Teacher's Exam. Another proposes a national contest in which computing members present mock lessons to seven-ten professor who judge the student's teaching effectiveness. One winner will receive a $1,000 scholarship.

The National Student Fellowship Program, another new SNEA benefit, offers members expanded teaching experience in areas outside their college domain—another city or state, for example. The organization already offers its members liability, homeowners, and hospital insurance, internships training, a legal def-
ense fund, and numerous other benefits.

In other action, UI chapter officers discussed future SNEA ac-
tivities. Maynard Vertby, professor of science, said he'd like to see the organization plans to talk about the job interviewing process with a Moscow school board member and the Moscow superintendent. He said members should be able to get good resumes at the UI Placement Center and observe open classroom situations at a local elementary school.

Celle Call, chapter president, said the fact that only five people showed up for the last meeting demonstrated the organization's greatest problem—low attendance.

She said she hopes to solve this problem by making announce-
ments in education classes, placing signs indicating future meetings across campus, and gearing meetings to activities which will happen "now" instead of in the future.

Frat receives prank call

woman bluffs about bomb

"Prepare to die," were the words that came over the tele-
phone line to Delta Chi frater-
ity vice president Scott Hedin last Friday evening when he answered the phone.

At 4:50 p.m. Hedin talked to a woman whose voice he de-
scribed as having a gutturish accent similar to middle-eastern dialects. "The voice was defi-
nitely foreign or a good imita-
tion of a foreigner," she said.

The woman told Hedin there was a bomb in the television

room that would go off at 5:15 p.m. At first, Hedin thought the whole thing was a joke because the Delta Chi television room was flooding recently and was not being used. When he told the caller this, she simply re-
petted her message and told Hedin to be prepared to evacuate.

The fraternity president, Tim Dillingham, and Hedin evacu-
ated the hour and 35 minutes and spread the word. "We waited outside until about 5:45," Dillingham said. "We lost nothing——

We didn't lose anything, Scott, myself and the oth-

ers searched the house and found nothing. The whole thing was a hoax."

There have been no further calls or signs of a prank and both Dillingham and the cam-
pus police are letting the matter rest. Members of the house are still rather weary when the phone rings, however, and the television room may not get much use.

Peace Corps

You Can Never Go Home

THAT's one thing the Peace Corps can guarantee its volunteers.

Because once you've had the rather remarkable experience of belonging to a \( \frac{1}{2} \) world (often and becoming an inter-

iary of the hopes and plans of peo-
ple from all walks of the who-

s the world — and yourself —

you'll never be the same.

We know that she will make some peo-

ple smile, but for volunteers will confirm that you made a sound, Peac

Corps will mean personal growth, cross-

cultural experience and a sense of

satisfaction bordering on ces

one's expecting. But mea-

since 1960 nearly 50,000 Americans have made the commitment and invalid it to be one of the greatest events in their lives.

Our representatives will be pleased to discuss with you the opportunity beginning in the next 3-12 months in Africa, Asia, Latin America and the Pacific.
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SNEA annual fee raise announced along with several new benefits

A hike in Student National Education Association dues is justified by the addition of seven new national programs, according to Lori Stone, UI SNEA president, who spoke at an organizational meeting of the UI SNEA chapter recently.

SNEA is designed to help prepare student teachers for the teaching profession. With 35,000 members, SNEA is the largest student organization in the United States, said Stone, a UI education major who represented Idaho, Colorado, Alaska, and Oregon at the recent national convention in Washington, D.C., where the dues were increased.

Stone, chairman of the SNEA program budget committee, said although membership has been slowly dropping, the hike in annual dues from $8.50 to $10 shouldn't hasten further decreases. "We present a lot of individual involvement with these new programs," she said.

One new program will prepare education students for the national Teacher's Exam. Another proposes a national contest in which computing members present mock lessons to seven-ten professor who judge the student's teaching effectiveness. One winner will receive a $1,000 scholarship.

The National Student Fellowship Program, another new SNEA benefit, offers members expanded teaching experience in areas outside their college domain—another city or state, for example. The organization already offers its members liability, homeowners, and hospital insurance, internships training, a legal defense fund, and numerous other benefits.

In other action, UI chapter officers discussed future SNEA activities. Maynard Vertby, professor of science, said he'd like to see the organization plans to talk about the job interviewing process with a Moscow school board member and the Moscow superintendent. He said members should be able to get good resumes at the UI Placement Center and observe open classroom situations at a local elementary school.

Celle Call, chapter president, said the fact that only five people showed up for the last meeting demonstrated the organization's greatest problem—low attendance.

She said she hopes to solve this problem by making announcements in education classes, placing signs indicating future meetings across campus, and gearing meetings to activities which will happen "now" instead of in the future.

Frat receives prank call

woman bluffs about bomb

"Prepare to die," were the words that came over the telephone line to Delta Chi fraternity vice president Scott Hedin last Friday evening when he answered the phone.

At 4:50 p.m. Hedin talked to a woman whose voice he described as having a gutturish accent similar to middle-eastern dialects. "The voice was definitely foreign or a good imitation of a foreigner," he said.

The woman told Hedin there was a bomb in the television room that would go off at 5:15 p.m. At first, Hedin thought the whole thing was a joke because the Delta Chi television room was flooding recently and was not being used. When he told the caller this, she simply repeated her message and told Hedin to be prepared to evacuate.

The fraternity president, Tim Dillingham, and Hedin evacuated the house and 35 minutes and spread the word. "We waited outside until about 5:45," Dillingham said. "We lost nothing——

We didn't lose anything, Scott, myself and the others searched the house and found nothing. The whole thing was a hoax."

There have been no further calls or signs of a prank and both Dillingham and the campus police are letting the matter rest. Members of the house are still rather weary when the phone rings, however, and the television room may not get much use.

Peace Corps

You Can Never Go Home

THAT's one thing the Peace Corps can guarantee its volunteers.

Because once you've had the rather remarkable experience of belonging to a half-world (often and becoming an intermediary of the hopes and plans of people from all walks of the world — and yourself — you'll never be the same.

We know that she will make some people smile, but for volunteers will confirm that you made a sound, Peace Corps will mean personal growth, cross-cultural experience and a sense of satisfaction bordering on ceaseless. But since 1960 nearly 50,000 Americans have made the commitment and invalid it to be one of the greatest events in their lives.

Our representatives will be pleased to discuss with you the opportunity beginning in the next 3-12 months in Africa, Asia, Latin America and the Pacific.
A spiteful lie leads to destruction in Hellman drama

by Christine Williams
Staff Writer

A vicious lie told by a child who dislikes her teachers leads to tragedy in the intense drama, The Children's Hour, by Lillian Hellman. The University of Idaho Theater production opens tonight through Sunday at 8 p.m. in the Hartung Theater.

The cast recreates a mood of suspicion to make the audience's adrenalin flow as the story of damaged integrity, lost trust, and ultimately, suicide unfolds. Two mistresses of a school for girls are accused of physical intimacy by a pupil and the rest of the story naturally follows.

The cast is made up mostly of UI students. A supporting role is played by Lesli Richardson, a Moscow High School freshman who portrays Rosalie, a naive child who gets wrapped up in the lie because of her innocence.

Donalee Yagues, a sophomore public relations and theater arts student plays Karen Wright, one of the mistresses. Yagues said the cast has been rehearsing every night since Christmas and is ready. After a dress rehearsal Tuesday night, Yagues said, "We're ready to perform, we're ready for it to soar, but we need the energy of an audience."

The play contains no strong language in the dialogue, but some of the themes might be considered questionable for children. Additional performances are scheduled for March 5-7, all at 8 p.m. in the Hartung Theater. Tickets will be sold at the door and are $2 for students with ID card and $3.50 for non-students.
Tunes, humor can be heard on Our Neck of the Woods, a local-talent radio show

by Mike Kaserman
Staff Writer

Our Neck of the Woods is a new radio program on KUID-FM. And it’s full of new ideas in an old-fashioned style.

The show is produced by Peter Basca. It is hosted by Lonesome Joe, an elusive local who usually leaves the show in the hands of fill-in hosts Diamond Jeff and Hank Fabian.

The show consists of an assortment of Palouse music and humor. Aimed at a local audience. “It’s a folksy type show”, as Diamond Jeff described it.

As far as precedence goes, he said. “We’re trying to reach the people who use radio as an entertainment medium”. “We’re hoping to replace TV.” Basca added with a grin.

Music will be provided by taped performances of folk, country, and bluesgrass musicians of the area. An assortment of skits will include interviews with a couple of local old-timers. Ralph and Oscar.

The show focuses on Palouse talent. “It’ll be coming from the pea and lentil capital of the world,” as Diamond Jeff put it.

The show is just beginning and its form will depend upon audience response. Fabian says, “We’re trying it as a pilot, but if it goes, we hope to get the show underway.”

The show is not aired on a particular time schedule. This is by design. “We want spontaneity,” says Basca. Each show will be advertised before it is broadcast, and will be run–several times.

Any ideas, sketches or jokes for the program will be gladly accepted, said Diamond Jeff. And does anyone have information on the whereabouts of Lonesome Joe?

NORTHWESTERN MOUNTAIN SPORTS
SKI CLEARANCE

Rock Bottom Prices on skis and clothing

*20%-50% OFF ALL DOWNHILL SKIS
Dynastar SP or Ranger Skis Req $160.00 NOW $80.00 pair
ALL Rossignol—40% OFF—FP, STS, S-3, Escort
ALL K-2's—40% OFF—610, 710, 810
ALL Olin, Pre, Dynastar Skis—20% OFF
All skis are first quality 1981-82 models with full warranty.

*30% OFF SKI BOOTS BY
Nordica, Salomon, Trappeur
as low as $56.00/pair

*Bankrupt Boot Co. Special—Garamont and Scotts
5 pair Garamonts 2/3 OFF
5 pair Scotts 1/2 OFF

*30% OFF DOWNHILL SKI BINDINGS
by Geze, Salomon, Tyrolia, Look

CROSS COUNTRY SKIS—20%-50% OFF
* All Bonna and Splitkein Nowax *Mica* Skis 1/2 PRICE
* All light touring skis from Trak, Rossignol, Asnes 40% OFF
* All metal-edged Mountaineering Skis by Trak, Rossignol, Bonna and Asnes 20%-50%

*CROSS COUNTRY SKI BOOTS BY
Trak, Alfa, Adidas, Alpina—20%-50% OFF
Trak, Trakker Boots, 50 MM Gortex—1/2 PRICE
Adidas Wengen Boots, 50 MM Racing—1/2 PRICE
Alfa, Asolo, Alpina Boots 20% OFF

SKI CLOTHING—20%-50% OFF
*All Snuggler Ski Parkas—50%OFF
Roffe, Skj, NorthFace Ski Parkas, Fants and bibs

40% OFF—THE BEST SKI WEAR AVAILABLE

*Insulated Mountain Parkas and Vests by NorthFace and Wilderness
*Experience—20% OFF

*ski Fashion Sweaters by Demetre and Alafoss 40% OFF
*ski Gloves by Grandoe and Hot Fingers 40% OFF
*Cler Pullovers by Northface, Woolrich, Styk 40% OFF
*Cros Country Knickers—20% OFF

Nordica Moon Boots 1/2 PRICE $19.95

ski Goggles—40% OFF
Cross Country Rental Skis with Bindings from $30.00 pair

A zany trip back to the Depression
by Nancy Metcalf
Staff Writer

The time is the Great Depression and the place is the White Way Hotel where 22 actors are rehearsing a play about “American history seen through the eyes of a Polish coal miner.” The actors are living in the hotel and changing everything to their producer, who is the hotel manager’s brother-in-law and $500 in debt.

This is the scene set by the Moscow Community Theatre’s Downhill. It’s a play about a play. A comedy written in 1938, the play centers around the trials and tribulations of putting on a play without a cent. The search for a “backer,” someone to finance the show leads the cast of Room Service through several zany episodes.

When the backers are finally found; the troubles don’t end. For the backer soon backs out unable to deal with the mobby crew begging for his money.

In this story of the thirties, the ever-present need for money is not unlike today. Director David Billingsley said “There was a bankruptcy at its peak in the office and money was on every body’s mind, much as it is today.”

Billingsley said he wanted to make the play as much an era piece as possible. “I hope it drips with 1931. I want the whole production to be immersed in the kind of living of the 1930’s. There will be a soup line each night of the performance as an added period touch. However, the soup will cost extra.

The effect is almost complete: the costumes h’d their touch to the effect. But the real mood setter is the attitude of the characters in the play. Being fed up from apartments, hawking typewriters and going for 18 hours without food are all met by the characters with a ‘We’ll survive’ attitude and a hope the curtain will rise on better times.

When the play’s witter is painted with indin’ to resemble the messies. (A play to keep from getting locked out of the hotel) the play begins to resemble a Marx Brother’s movie. Indeed, the play is probably best known for the film version the Marx Brothers did in 1938. However, their adaptation was not especially well received by the critics, Billingsley said.

The comedy consists of wedge of seriousness, almost forced between the actors’ lines. Actually, there is nothing funny about going without food for 18 hours or hawking a typewriter for the second time, but the cast can laugh. “It is a comedy with serious moments, dramatic relief, you might say,” said Billingsley.

Billingsley, who is the president of the Moscow Community Theatre, has directed productions for the company before. “I enjoy doing the comedy, and working with this larger cast is a challenge.”

The cast is comprised of community people not necessarily interested in professional theatre. Many have acted with the community theatre before. Gordon Miller, the play’s debt ridden producer; and Joseph Griddle, the harassed hotel manager, are played by Tom Garfield and Roger Wallis.

Both put forth their appropriate “shoe-stringer” and tight–listed performances with enthusiasm.

Harry Brinius, the play’s cigar-clutching director who finds it necessary to step down to become inspired, is performed by Robert Bron. The others in the 12 member cast are all sweet, sinister or sad as the roles require. All are working with or against each other, and somehow, with the help of a genuine happy ending, discover that no one is truly bad and some plays are outright successes.

Room Service opened Wednesday and will play tonight and Saturday at 8 p.m. in the 1st Floor Office Community Center. The show line begins at 7 p.m. Tickets are $3.50 and can be purchased at Marilyn’s Sunshine Shop in David’s Center and at the door.

QUALITY
Seafoods
Mexican Dishes
Sandwiches
Beer & Wine
Orders to go at all locations

No. 1
882-8252
305 N. Main
11-9 M-Th, 11-9 F-Sa
12-7 Sun
11-9 M-F, 10-6 Sa
12-5 Sun

No. 2
882-8149
Palouse Empire
410 W. 3rd
N. 115 Grand
JUL-115
Mon-Sat 10-5-30

SALE STARTS FRIDAY, FEB. 26th
limited to stock on hand
**Reds**: turbulent past

by Brian Beesley

When the Academy Award nominations were announced a few weeks ago, Reds, an epic romantic film set against the backdrop of the early 20th century, received 12 of them. Even if it doesn’t sweep up when the envelopes are opened next month, it is a striking effort that deserves hearty praise.

Reds is Warren Beatty’s ambitious account of the life of journalist John S. Reed, whose coverage of the early labor unions led him into the Russian Revolution and finally a role in the Communist Party. Ambitious is a word used often these days to describe films of creative grandiose and financial extravagance—whether they make it at the box office or not.

With Reds, Beatty gambled not only a lot of money (as much as $57 million) but was also wagering his palatability with the public. His previous films Bonnie and Clyde, Shampoo, and Heaven Can Wait, while well-made and successful ventures, were disposable films dealing with throw-away subjects easily digested by viewers.

But his latest excursion has a little more meat to its bones. The labor movement, free love, socialism, and world conflict were burning issues of the early 20th century, but we take for granted their influence in our lives today because these issues are now comparatively commonplace. Their origins, as Beatty presents them, are fascinating brain food.

But make no mistake. Beatty is above all a romanticist in his films, and he is no different with Reds. He co-wrote, directed, produced and starred in this story set against the turbulent era preceding and intervening World War I.

It is the story of Reed’s life with another journalist, Louise Bryant, and how their relationship developed. That is the basic premise of the movie: their intense, often rocky love story that finally concludes with Reed’s death at the young age of 33.

Beatty plays Reed, the pathbreaking journalist of his age, who goes on to become indirectly involved with the rise of labor unions and the Socialist movement that sprang from it. This involvement eventually spread to his passionate indoctrination into the Propaganda division of the Russian communists, and finally, led to his death.

The film follows Reed’s transformation from idealistic reporter to disillusioned bureaucrat, revealing the conflict between his liberal ideals and conservative, middle-class values. It’s an interesting illustration of a man torn between changing the world and pursuing his own personal necessities.

Diane Keaton, as Bryant, is the real star of this film. Keaton plays the ambitious, yet extremely vulnerable Bryant, who falls in love with Reed over and over again throughout the film, while struggling with her own shortcomings.

Her metamorphosis from an anxious, unsure writer who languishes in her lover’s shadow, to a gutsy, strong-willed heroine is a striking contrast to Reed’s development. Keaton plays the role with spunk and feeling. If she doesn’t get the Oscar for Best Actress for this performance, I’ll be surprised.

While Beatty concentrates mainly on the relationship of the two central characters, he doesn’t neglect the historical and social contexts of the film. His cinematography is beautifully expansive, and he captures the darkines of the times effectively with deep, shadowy scenes.

The film chronicles the impact of what were now and daring concepts of the time, and intertwines these around the romantic theme.

The numerous “witness” segments of Reed’s actual acquaintances that Beatty splices throughout the film are informative and funny, and help keep the film in a biographical mode.

There are fine performances in supporting roles by Jack Nicholson as playwright Eugene O’Neill, Maureen Stapleton as socialist Emma Goldman, and Edward Herrmann as Max Eastman.

In promoting the film, it is billed as the biggest romantic movie since Gone With the Wind. Actually, it reminded me more of Dr. Zhivago, but the correlations of all three films are very close. I’d have to give Reds the nod, however.

If you have three-and-a-half hours to spend (it’s a long film including a 10-minute intermission) then Reds is probably the best thing in town. Reds playing at the Kenworthy, Theatre through Tuesday with only one showing at 7:30 p.m.

---

**Southern Rock has come to Moscow**

Most University of Idaho students have heard of J.W. Oyster’s (formerly P.W. Hosappley’s). Oyster’s offers a varied music selection which appeals to many different musical tastes.

On Wednesdays it’s New Wave Night at Oyster’s. This program has been around for a while, along with Old Fave Night on Thursdays and Saturdays. Punk and disco are featured on Tuesdays and mixed rock on Fridays. Recently, J.W. Oyster’s added another program to draw in an even more diverse crowd. Mondays now feature Southern Rock Night.

Southern rock is gaining in popularity in this part of the country, and Oyster’s is hoping to make the best of it. Among the tunes played are hits by Lynyrd Skynyrd, Charlie Daniels Band, Marshall Tucker Band, and the Outlaws. Some older music, including some 50s bop and country and occasional bluegrass tune is also played.

You can swing, jitterbug, clog, or just plain rock out to this music. If you’re looking for something to do on a Monday evening and you’re tired of top 40, maybe Southern Rock Night is the answer.

---

**The Colonel’s Original Recipe**

There’s no other fried chicken like it.

America’s favorite. The Blue Ribbon taste.

**Kentucky Fried Chicken**

$4.69

**15 PIECE CARRY OUT**

$7.99

**10 PIECE CARRY OUT**

$7.99

Coupons good only at Kentucky Fried Chicken in Moscow, ID & Pullman, WA.

---

**ASWSU PERFORMING ARTS COMMITTEE PRESENTS**

**BONNIE RAITT**

SUNDAY, MARCH 21, 8 PM WSU PERFORMING ARTS COLISEUM 7 & 8. TICKETS AVAILABLE AT PERFORMING ARTS COLISEUM BOX OFFICE, BUDGET TAPES AND RECORDS, MOSCOW AND PULLMAN.
Mardi Gras festivities will fill the streets tomorrow

by Lori Ann White
Staff Writer

The parade, ball, lecturers, mimes, and musicians of Mardi Gras will give everyone an opportunity to get involved in the community this weekend, according to Charlotte Buchanan, one of the creators of Moscow's Mardi Gras festivity.

Community involvement has been one of the major purposes of Mardi Gras since its inception four years ago, Buchanan said.

The first year it was Ward Paint and Hardware and Bootpeople saying 'we're going to have a Mardi Gras,' said Buchanan. 'We wanted a day for everyone to get involved.'

Since then the festival has grown rapidly. 'Every year it triples,' Buchanan said. The first year there were no proceeds, but the second year the festival garnered about $500 for the Iso-community School.

The third year of Mardi Gras marked the beginning of University of Idaho involvement, when David Greene, assistant professor of art, had his students build large floats out of white cardboard. The floats also graced the Beaux Arts Ball that year, another new addition. 'When David came in,' Buchanan said, 'it gave it that touch of elegance.'

With the addition of art students and the Beaux Arts Ball, the recipient of Mardi Gras proceeds became the University Gallery.

What more perfect recipient than our only art gallery?' asked Buchanan, 'It's a day for the arts.'

Art students are not the only university students getting involved. Physics students are putting on a laser show and the University Dance Theatre is performing. There are also other ways for students to join in the fun. They can be members of precision marching units in the parade, such as the kees and nose flute and shopping cart squad, or, if they have theatrical talents, they can be mimes, jugglers or clowns.

'It's a day for you to use the imagination,' said Buchanan. 'It's a day for you to be entertained, but you can also be the entertainer.'

The festivities begin tonight with live music in many downtown establishments. A variety of musical styles can be heard—from jazz to easy listening to rock and roll.

Saturday morning the parade will begin snaking its way through Moscow at 10 a.m. Prizes will be awarded in several categories, including best float, best precision marching unit, best individual effort, best group effort for adults and children, and best all-around entry. Prizes will consist of cash and bonds.

After the parade, entertainment of various types will begin at David's Center and the Moscow Community Center, located in the old post office. Also scheduled are an amateur magician contest at the Moscow Public Library at 1:30 p.m., a champagne fashion show at the Moscow Hotel, and also at 1:30 p.m., hosted by the UI Women's Faculty Club, and animated film festival at the Micro Movie House.

At 7 p.m., the Moscow Community Theatre will present the play Room Service, and at 8 p.m., the Beaux Arts Ball will begin.

The ball will take place at the Mos- cow Ella Ballroom and will last until 3 a.m. Two bands are scheduled to perform, a Dixieland band and a rock band. Drawings will be held at intermission of the ball for various door prizes, and to determine the winner of the 'Dream Evening With Elle,' featuring a gourmet dinner and transportation to the Ella Fitzgerald concert March 6.

What lies in store for Mardi Gras next year? 'We're asking people from Boise, Sandpoint, Couer D'Alene—people from all over to come and fill the place up,' she said. She also said she'd like to get more people from Pullman. 'They didn't even know there was a Mardi Gras,' Buchanan said.

Buchanan, who has been donating her services for the past three years, hopes that perhaps next year Mardi Gras will be able to afford to pay her. She seems to feel, however, whether she's paid or not, Mardi Gras is worth the effort. 'I'm obsessed with it...I'm an organizer. It's really appealing to me to see the actual production...to bring this many people together.'

Buchanan seems to think that she and Mardi Gras are ready for anything. 'Rain might be a problem,' she said. 'But we've worked very hard and nothing's going to stop us.'

Costumes and black and white attire are all a part of the Mardi Gras Beaux Arts Ball.

Events

Friday, Feb. 26
...Gowns for Charity will meet at 1:30 p.m. at the Campus Christian Center, toast made-up, then leave for a Moscow nursing home. Games and make-up will be provided. Everyone is invited...

...The Latter-Day Saint Student Association will meet for Friday Forum at 12:30 p.m. at the LDS Institute. Ken Cleaver, seminar teacher from Kemnwick, will speak...

...M.E.C.H.A. will hold a potluck dinner from 6:30-9 p.m. at St. Augustine's Center. All M.E.C.H.A. members are invited.

...Am-Juquin, will be shown. Everyone is invited to attend.

...Wendell Beavert, poet, writer and farmer, will be the speaker of the Ezra Pound Lecture in the Humanities at 7:30 p.m. in the College of Law courtroom. Tickets are available for $1 at the SUB Information Desk or the Humanities library office, and at the door.

...Saturday, Feb. 27
...The Moscow Volleyball Club will sponsor their first tournament of the year beginning today at noon, and continuing Sunday at 11:30 a.m. in the Physical Education Building...
...State Senator Mike Mitchell, who is running for Idaho lieutenant governor, will speak on legislative issues at 1 p.m. in the SUB Boathouse Theatre. Sponsored by the Campus Democrats, the speech will be followed by a reception. Anyone interested in joining Campus Democrats is encouraged to attend.
...The UI Faculty Women's club will hold a Mardi Gras fashion show at 1:30 p.m. at the Hotel Moscow. Champagne, non-alcoholic beverages and hors

d'oeuvres will be served. Tickets are $5 and available at the University Bookstore or, call Darlene Everer, 882-7250. Proceeds will go to the UI Development Projects.
...The Associated Foresters will sponsor a square dance from 8-11 p.m. at St. Mary's Catholic Center. Admission is $1.

Sunday, Feb. 28
...The Religious Society of Friends (Quakers) will meet for breakfast at 11 a.m. at the Campus Christian Center. Everyone is welcome.

Monday, March 1

...The North Idaho Committee on Equal Saltwater will meet at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus Christian Center basement.

Upcoming
...Evening enrichment classes that will be offered during March include: aviation pilot school, flowers in velvet, gymnastics, microcomputer college—you can do it dance aerobics, slack rope walking, mat-exercising, and pin-you needle basketry. Some of these classes are second level classes, and the first class begins Tuesday. For more information or to pre-register, contact Continuing Education, 885-6480.

ENJOY WINE COCKTAILS

SKIP 'N' GO NAKED STRAWBERRY DAQUIRI TOP BANANA

WINE COOLER PINA COLADA BANANA DAQUIRI

TOP BANANA

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT WITH NO COVER CHARGE

505 S. MAIN MOSCOW, IDAHO (208)882-8539

SPAGHETTI FEED

All the Spaghetti and Chili you can eat, includes one Salad Bar

SPAGHETTI AND CHILI

Every Sunday from 3 pm to 9 pm.

$3.25 per person

Children 12 and under - 20c per year

FLATBREADS

RARC MARKS PIZZA

Breadsticks and garlic bread served.

AN EVENING WITH

CHUCK MANGIONE

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 28 8:00 PM WSU PERFORMING ARTS COLISEUM TICKETS ON SALE FEBRUARY 5, 1982 COLISEUM BOX OFFICE, BULLETIN TAPES AND RECORDS (PULLMAN, MOSCOW, LEWISTON AND PROCESS, INC. / CUB FLOWERS, 309-109)

TICKETS $9 AND UP PRODUCED BY NORTHWEST RELEASING AND COLUMBIA EVENTS GROUP

Listen to "Columbia Premiere" Monday-Friday at 3:30 p.m.

RADIO 1150 AM and 105 FM Stereo

Front Row Center is The Idaho Argonaut's weekly arts, entertainment and section entertainment Deadline for all items in Front Row Center, including Your Own Private Idaho and Events notices is 5 p.m. Wednesday. Anything submitted after deadline will not be printed. Deadline for Tuesday Events is Monday at noon.
Budding ballerinas may blossom into prima donnas

by Mary Jo Sinner
Staff Writer

They arrive at Ridgeline Hall in blue jeans and sweaters, and without hesitation or inhibition, dance to their leotards and tights underneath. A few wrap colorful skirts around their waists, perhaps to look a little more like the flowing ballerinas they see on television. Next they put on tiny pink slippers, standard apparel for the up-and-coming ballerina. Their long hair is put up in pony tails and, voila! They are transformed from rowdy, giggling girls into quiet, dainty dancers.

Are they running up and down the stairs before class starts. laughing and shrieking, they don't pretend to be the art forms of physical form that glide slowly here and there, interpreting music with bodily movements.

They're only five-seven years old—what more could one expect? This is Pre-Ballet preparation for Technique One, sponsored by American Festival Ballet. Said Instructor Lynne Rigby. "We can't start with structured lessons because they don't know the discipline of the classroom yet. We give them special awareness and slowly introduce new terms by showing them the movements."

Nine girls stand in rows of three, listening to the instructor while fidgeting nonchalantly or still practicing the last movement the teacher described.

"Make a circle now, come on, join hands!" She begins beating on the drum. "Gallop, turn around, and 1-2-3-4 and go in 2-3-4 and out 2-3-4." The giggling ballerinas dance in their uneven circle, pulling each other around.

"Okay, now lie down on the floor... pretend you're asleep... You can say cloud. You're floating..." Burst of laughter. The teacher checks her patience.

"Let's play a game and see who can be the quietest." Silence for a moment, then giggles. The teacher goes around each one, feels their limbs for total relaxation.

"Make a tiny shape, as tiny as you can on a cloud. You're floating."

They enjoy it. They may not be very disciplined yet, but they're learning the basics of being a ballerina.

What do they like best? Five- and a-half-year-old Tracy Smith likes the "running around in circles." Seven-year-old Trista Norrlie likes "running and skipping."

Yes, still little girls, but potential ballerinas.

Your Own Private Idaho

movies
SUB — The Deep (PG) ... 7 and 9 p.m. (Friday).
Micro — Rebel Without a Cause (PG) ... 7 and 9:15 p.m. through Saturday. The Blues Brothers (R) ... weekend midnight movie. From Here to Eternity ... 7 and 9:30 p.m. Sunday through Wednesday. Ecclestone (R) ... 7 and 9:30 p.m. starts Thursday.
Kenworthy — Reds (PG) ... one show only 7:30 p.m. through Tuesday. Arthur (PG) ... 7 and 9 p.m. Wednesday through March 9.
Nuart — Whose Life Is It Anyway? (R) ... 7 and 9 p.m. through Saturday. Super Fuzz (PG) ... Sunday through March 6.
Old Post Office Theatre — Heartland (PG) ... 7 and 9 p.m. Scents of Heather (X) ... weekend midnight movie. Cordova — On Golden Pond (R) ... 7 and 9 p.m. through March 13.
Audian — Arthur (PG) ... 7 and 9 p.m. through Saturday. Venom (R) ... 7 and 9 p.m. Sunday through March 6.

music
ASUL Coffeehouse — open mike ... 8-9 p.m. Richard Darsie ... 9-11 p.m. Mary Holo and friends ... 10-11 p.m. (Saturday. Satellite SUB)
Cafe Libre — Sylvan Zephyr ... classical, folk, jazz. (Friday). Capricorn — The Plummer Gang ... country-rock. Cavanagh's — The Boys ... mellow rock. Hotel Moscow — Dozier-Shanklin Quartet ... mainstream jazz (Fridays), BLR jazz (Saturday). J.W. Oyster — The Dreams ... rock. Moscow Mule — T. Fisher ... blues. Rathskellers — Restless ... rock. Scoreboard — Chris Driesbach ... top-40.

exhibits
Two and three dimensional media are the focus of two one-man shows to open at the University Gallery Monday. John Powell, Idaho sculptor and potter, and Jim Loney, Moscow sculptor, will have their work displayed through March 12. Workshops Math help is being offered in a series of presentations sponsored by the UI Learning Skills Center. The first presentation will be Monday in UCC 226 at 7 p.m. This session will tackle word problems and offer problem-solving strategies. Math specialist Linda Morris and other tutors will lead the sessions. Three other sessions will take place March 9, 25, and 30. For more information, call Jeanette Ross or Linda Morris at the Learning Center, 885-620. Image awareness workshop for faculty, classified and professional staff, and employees that will be held March 10 from 1:30-4:30 p.m. in the SUB Chief's Room. Registration fee is $5. For more information, contact the UI Center for Business Development and Research.

plan a career in radiography

Idaho State University is accepting applications for the 1982 class. Now is the time for interested persons to call or write to:

Department of Allied Health Professions
P.O. Box 800Z, Pocatello, Id 83209 (208)236-2842

ISU accepts transfer credits from the University of Idaho.

SPRING BREAK IN SUnValley

IDAHO SKI IN THE SUN!

$165 Per Person, Double Occupancy (Sun Valley Lodge, Inn Or Condominiums)

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
5 Day Ski Rental (Boots, Skis & Poles)
5 Nights Lodging
5 Days Lift Tickets

For Reservations & Information Call:
1-800-535-2881 or In Idaho 1-800-632-4104

FOR SKI CONDITIONS CALL:
1-800-638-4510
Students camp at Kibbie Dome for first chance at tickets

by Debbie Brisboi
Political Editor

It has been said that humans will do almost anything to get something if they want it badly enough. Nowhere was this more evident than at the ASU-Kibbie Dome Tuesday morning, where tickets for the Big Sky Championships went on sale.

Approximately 150 students, armed with money, sleeping bags and signs of no sleep on their faces, stood in line to purchase their tickets when sales began at 8 a.m.

Camping usually isn't the most popular activity for a mid-February night, but it proved to be a necessity for those hoping to get the best seats in the house to watch the Vandals defend their Big Sky Conference title.

Students were up at 4:30 a.m. to line up at the Dome doors, which opened at 6:30 a.m. By 7:30 a.m., the outside of the southwest concourse of the Dome looked like a quickly deserted campground. Smoke from smoldering fires disappeared quickly into the blowing wind.

Chairs, pizza boxes, and various brands of beer bottles and cans were scattered around the area. Even the makings of a sandwich—mustard, mayonnaise and a slice of bread—were left in the cold.

If the Big Sky Championships are sold out, approximately 8,000 people will be seated in the Dome to watch the games. This includes seating on the floor, the bleacher domes. Dome seats known as "choice seats," and Dome bleachers outside the razing. According to Inez Fisher, University of Idaho athletic ticket manager, the Big Sky Conference requires that, of the total tickets available to the public, the host school must allot 10 percent to each of the other three schools participating in the tournament.

Each school has been given 250 choice seats. If the schools sell all allotment, they are usually allotted more tickets for seats outside the razing, Fisher said.

Of the 250 allotted tickets, 50 are considered complimentary seats. Each school will receive 50 of these tickets, this university receives 100 and the Big Sky Conference receives 50. Complimentary tickets are usually used by players and their parents.

Once the host school has allotted the required number of tickets to the other schools, the host school may dispense the remaining tickets in any way they choose. At this university, tickets are offered to season ticket holders first, Vandal boosters second, and then students and the general public.

If all the tickets reserved for season ticket holders are not sold, they usually are on sale to the general public. But Fisher said so many orders have been placed that they will be filled before any left over will be available for sale to the general public.

Although students are last in line to receive tickets, they do get first choice at the bleacher seats on the floor because, technically, these are student seats. Fisher said.

She added that, although students had to stand in line for a long time to get their tickets, "the students were happy with their seats."

Most students agreed with her and admitted it was worth standing in line and camping all night to get their tickets.

"Right now it doesn't seem like it's worth it, but a week from Friday night it will be," one student said.

Another added, "As soon as I get home and get into my bed, it will be." He then asked if standing in line was worth it. One student became excited; looked at his friends and said, "Anything for the Vandals, right guys?" It took a minute for his friends to shake their heads slowly in agreement.

Rodeo team to compete at Oregon State contest

The University of Idaho Rodeo Team is preparing for its first competition of the semester, the Oregon State University Rodeo March 5-7.

Idaho will be represented by eight individuals vying for team and individual honors. Over 20 teams are expected to participate from schools throughout Washington, Oregon, and Idaho.

The University of Idaho currently stands in sixth place in regional team standings after one rodeo and must move into first or second place in order to attend the College National Finals Rodeo this summer at Montana State University. The top two individuals in each event also qualify to attend nationals.

Northwest schools form new athletic conference

The Mountain West Athletic Conference, which will govern the women's athletic programs at eight Northwestern schools, was officially formed at a meeting of the conference council Feb. 9 in Spokane, Wash.

The charter members of the MWAC are Boise State University, Eastern Washington University, University of Idaho, Idaho State University, University of Montana, Montana State University, Portland State University and Weber State College.

The Mountain West Conference will officially begin operations in the 1982-83 school year. The conference will offer full-time opportunities in basketball, cross country, gymnastics, softball, tennis, indoor and outdoor track, and volleyball.

The MWAC will employ a full-time conference director to coordinate and administer conference activities. The conference council consists of two delegates from each institution, and will serve as the governing body.

Barbara Hollmann, Associate Athletic Director at the University of Montana, will serve as President of the conference for the 1982-1983 school year. University of Idaho Women's Athletic Director Kathy Clark was chosen President-Elect and Boise State University Women's Athletic Director Carol Laidlaw will serve as Treasurer for the coming year.

Hollmann sees several advantages to the new conference.

"We see this conference as an association of institutions that are geographically, academically and athletically compatible and competitive," Hollmann said. "It will give each of the women's athletic programs an identifying group of competing schools.

"Currently, each of the women's programs is competing in a league that may or may not be the same for each sport," she continued. "The Mountain West Conference will give our programs a solid identity that has been lacking.

Students are encouraged to contact their Placement Office immediately for an interview on Wednesday March 3 (these are Federal Civilian positions with full benefits).

If this date is inconvenient, you may call toll free by dialing 1-800-426-5996, or send a resume to:

Puget Sound Naval Shipyard

408 S. Main, Moscow
882-7326

An equal opportunity employer M/F/H
Sports Friday

Maldonado-less BSU plays for its life against Vandals

When the Idaho men's basketball team takes the court at Boise State Saturday night, the one thing they'll be playing for is pride.

One more victory. That's all that stands between the Idaho women's basketball team and the championship of the Northwest Empire League. After the Vandals trounced Alaska/Fairbanks twice and second place Western Washington was beaten by Seattle University, Idaho, now 21-4 overall and 11-0 in league can wrap up the league title Saturday night with a win over Gonzaga in Spokane. The Vandals defeated the Zags last time 63-48 in Moscow Feb. 26.

Idaho, now riding a 15 game winning streak, clinched at least a tie for the title by smothering Alaska/Fairbanks 91-41 Feb. 24 at the Dome. The Vandals were led by center Denise Brose with 20 points, while Jeanne Lothrop was right behind with 19.

The night before, Idaho had five players in double figures and thumped the Alaska team 94-48. Karin Sobotta and Dana Fish led the Vandals with 16 points each that night. They were helped by Brose's 14. Cathy Owen's 10 and Deanna Davis' 10.

UI ungracious to Alaska

One more victory. That's all that stands between the Idaho women's basketball team and the championship of the Northwest Empire League. After the Vandals trounced Alaska/Fairbanks twice and second place Western Washington was beaten by Seattle University, Idaho, now 21-4 overall and 11-0 in league can wrap up the league title Saturday night with a win over Gonzaga in Spokane. The Vandals defeated the Zags last time 63-48 in Moscow Feb. 26.

Idaho, now riding a 15 game winning streak, clinched at least a tie for the title by smothering Alaska/Fairbanks 91-41 Feb. 24 at the Dome. The Vandals were led by center Denise Brose with 20 points, while Jeanne Lothrop was right behind with 19.

The night before, Idaho had five players in double figures and thumped the Alaska team 94-48. Karin Sobotta and Dana Fish led the Vandals with 16 points each that night. They were helped by Brose's 14. Cathy Owen's 10 and Deanna Davis' 10.
1. APARTMENTS FOR RENT
2-bedroom, completely furnished, w/d hookups. Close to campus, dining center, playgrounds, cable TV, $650/month. Available spring break. Married students couples only, 882-0047.

Skiers qualify for nationals
University of Idaho skiers are qualified again for national competition after strong performances at the Gonzaga Invitational Feb. 13 and Snoqualmie Pass Feb. 20.

Snoqualmie was Idaho’s regional meet and the team placed third in cross country competition with Dan Black claiming fourth individually.

A lack of experience hurt the squad in the alpine events. Mike Dods placed 15th and 16th in slalom and giant slalom, respectively. Heidi Schaeferth qualified 9th for the women.

At Mt. Spokane in the Gonzaga races, UI’s 15 km. relay team finished strong—in second place behind Washington State.

Gymnasts travel to Seattle again
The Idaho women’s gymnastics team will travel to Seattle, Wash. for a dual meet with Seattle Pacific Feb. 27 at 1:00 p.m.

Women’s tennis team opens play
The Idaho women’s tennis team opens the 1982 season Feb. 27 at Eastern Washington University with a dual meet set for noon.

Bowlers place 5th at UI Invite
University of Idaho bowlers are in Boise today competing in tournament action at Meridian Lanes after a strong team performance last weekend in their own Idaho Invitational.

Ten men’s teams participated in the UI event with Washington State (2) taking first place honors. Washington (2) placed second, and WSU (1) third.

Idaho finished in fifth place behind College of Idaho and ahead of sixth place Idaho State. Puget Sound, Spokane Falls, Eastern Oregon and UW (1) rounded out the field.

WSU also claimed the women’s title with ISU second, SFCC third and Idaho fourth. Moscow’s Finest and UPS finished fifth and sixth, respectively.

In the women’s division, Idaho’s Charlotte Snook swept individual honors. She won first place in all-events, singles, high series (577) and teamed with Marie Nelson to win the doubles competition. Nelson was third in all-events, third in singles and recorded the tournament’s high women’s game with a 224.

In men’s play, WSU’s Mark Hendrickson won the singles title and placed third in all-events. U of A ace Jeff Gilbertson settled for a fourth place finish in doubles along with Hendrickson.

16. LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Pair of glasses in brown and white case between UCC and Memorial Gym. Has address printed on it. Contact Joe 882-2261.

17. MISCELLANEOUS
Karl Marks Pizza FREE DELIVERY 882-7000. Engraved signs and badges. Low cost; fast service. Precision Engraving Co., 802-8464 or order at Queen City Printing.

Improve your memory.
Order this memo board now—before you forget!